b. NCAA ELIGIBILITY CENTER CODE
EXPLANATION SHEET

"C" Codes Involve Core Courses:
Only a course which meets the NCAA definition of a core course and which is listed on the transcript
and on the Approved List of Core Courses (formerly Form 48H) for the school where the course is
taught can be used for initial-eligibility certification. The appropriate "C" code will appear even if a
student has completed some courses in the subject area but have not yet met the total requirement for
that area. The following codes mean a student has not yet successfully completed:

"C01" CORE ENGLISH < 3
The required 3 years of English core courses.

"C02" CORE MATH < 2
The required 2 years of math core courses.

"C03" CORE SS < 2
The required 2 years of social science core courses.

"C04" CORE SCI < 2
The required 2 years of natural or physical science core courses.

"C05" LAB NOT COMPLETE
The required one year of laboratory science if offered by your high school.

"C06" CORE ADD'L < 2
The required 2 years of additional academic core courses in any of the following areas: English, math,
social science, natural or physical science, foreign language, philosophy, or non-doctrinal religion.

"C08" CORE ADD'L < 2 (ENG,MATH,SCI)
The required 2 years of additional academic core courses in English, math, or natural/physical science.

"C10" DIV II ENG REQ < 3
The required 3 years of English core courses for Division II certification.

"C11" DIV I ENG REQ < 4
The required 4 years of English core courses for Division I certification.

"C12" DIV II ADD'L REQ < 2
The required 2 years of additional academic core courses (as defined in C08 above) for Division II
certification.

"C13" DIV I ADD'L REQ < 1
The required 1 year of additional academic core courses (as defined in C08 above) for Division I
certification.

"C14" DIV I and II 14th CORE MISSING
The required 1 year of additional academic core courses in any of the following areas: English, math,
social science, natural or physical science, foreign language, philosophy, or non-doctrinal religion as
defined by the 14 core course requirement for Division I and II certification.

"G" Codes Involve Grade Point Average:

"G01" GPA 11,13 OR 14 < 2.00
Your grade point average in the required 11 academic core courses (for students who graduated from
high school in 1994 or before) or in the required 13 academic core courses (for students graduating
from high school in 1995 or after) or in the required 14 academic core courses is currently below the
required minimum of 2.00 (on a 4-point scale).
b. NCAA ELIGIBILITY CENTER CODE EXPLANATION SHEET

"H" Codes Involve High School Graduation:

"H01" PROOF GRADUATION NEEDED
The Clearinghouse has not yet received a copy of your final transcript. This code appears on all PRELIMINARY reports as a reminder that your certification cannot be final until the Clearinghouse receives and reviews a final transcript which includes proof of graduation.

"H02" GRADUATION PROOF REC'D CERTIFICATION/PENDING
The Clearinghouse has received a copy of your final transcript but it has not yet been processed to verify graduation or to add more courses.

"M" Codes Involve GPA and Test Score Index:

"M01" INDEX OF TS/GPA < REQ'D
Your index combination of test score and GPA does not meet the minimum requirements for Division I certification requiring 13 core academic courses.

"M02" (2003) INDEX OF TS/GPA < REQ'D
Your index combination of test score and GPA does not meet the minimum requirements for Division I certification requiring 14 core academic courses.

"N" Codes Involve NCAA Staff Review

"N01" NCAA Invalidation of Academic Records
Academic record, credentials and/or performance has been invalidated by the NCAA.

"N02" NCAA Validation of Academic Records
Academic record, credentials and/or performance has been validated by the NCAA; case was subject to special NCAA review.

"N03" NCAA Reviewing Academic Records
Academic record, credentials and/or performance is under review by the NCAA.

"T" Codes Involve Test Scores:

"T03" ACT SUM < 68
The Clearinghouse has not received any ACT scores for you, OR your highest ACT sum of scores is less than 68 for Division II eligibility.

"T04" SAT TOTAL < 820
The Clearinghouse has not received any SAT scores for you, OR your highest possible SAT total score is less than the required minimum of 820 (if you tested April 1995 or after) for Division II eligibility.

Missing Document Codes:

"NR" Not Released
Release Form is on file but not released to that institution.

"SRF" Student Release Form
Student Release Form is not on file; no further information can be included until the SRF is received.

"48H" Form 48H
Form 48H is missing from at least one high school listed by the student.

"HST" High School Transcript
High School Transcript is missing from at least one high school listed by the student.

"TS" Test Scores
No test scores of any sort on file.